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A. INTRODUCTION
Since Ju~e 1, 1956, Le]:lighUniversityhas been engaged ina study
of the mechanical behavior ofche1l1ically treated soil. This investigation
is being ,sponsored by the American Cyanamid Company for the specific pur-
p~se of studying ,the effect ofAmericanCyanamidStabilizerAM~9SSon
various mechanical properties of granular: soils.
For reasons of scientific convenience, the totalSt1.ldywas
divided into two broad groupings. The first of these groups was a study
of the mechanical behavior of granular soil stabilized withAM-9SS in.the
fre,shly stabilizedstat;e. This study was reported ,in its entirety pre-
(1)
viol,lsly
The second study, reported herein, is a study of the effects qf
aging ,and wetting and drying cycles ,on the maximum strength of granular
soi~s stabilized'with AM-9SS.
The broad objectives of this study are two,fold. ,In the first
instance, ,this investigation is intended to determine the effects of aging
and wet=drycycling on strength and to define the conditions, .if any,. that
cause alterations in strength.
, I
The second objective of,this~tudy is to
ascertain quantitative information, in terms of ,definable concepts of soil
behavior:, such that, ,within the scope of this ~tudy~ th~s information will
be of practical use in the solution of engineering problems.
This study is a pilot study, ardas such, is limited in broadness.
It is the intent of this investigation to chart future experimental design
which will, ,enable an optimum investigation to be carried ou,t.
1. . AGING AND CYCLING EFFECTS IN.' STABILIZED SOIL
: i"1
Of the three possible a,ctions a, stabilizer may have on a~oil ~
A,M-955's action is a combination to two types of chemical 'stabilization(2) .
. In tqe first place, the polymerized gel which fills the voids between
partic1es~ p1a,ce deformation constraints on particle movement. This is
the action of an .inert void filler. The second type of action that is
exhibited is the actionof·cem~ntationofpolymer. to thesur'face of the
grain. This action forms a p~ysica1and chemical bonding .1inkbetween
grains ~nd introduces force restraints into the grain structural system.
The effect of aging upon stren~thofthe chemically stabilized
soil <is. 1ar~e1y dependent on the a1 terations in the bonding. that produce
force restr~ints. The force system that holds the soil particles togetqer
is a three~dimensiona1 network ·of forces, in which the chemical· forms a
(3)
fOl~ce matrix wi thin the soil .
. Th7magnrtude·of thes-e'bon¢ing .forces is a function of the
chemical propert~es6f··the po~ymer artdthe physical· configuration of. the
grains with.respect to each other•.As a first apprqximationto.the Qe,:"
havior in terms of aging, itwi1~beconsi:-deredthatthe force restraints
on the system will be due completely to the chemical bonds within the
polymer .. This. system.wi.llb~cal1eQ.thec;hemica1system, while other
. systems, discus,sed later ,will be referred. to as the physical system.
The chemical system is schematically represented .inFigure 1.
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FIGURE 1
.SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION 0F CHEMICAL BONDING
. . .. ' . ,
T~echemical system shown in Figure 1, relies completely
for its strengthontl1e chem~cal bonding .of particles,andth~s on the
strengtnofthe individual bonds, a~dtheconfigurationofthe bond net-
worko, The strength of the individual bond is a function of the type
of molecule formed and .thus th~strengthof intermolecular bondSoAM-955
in its polymerized state, consists mostly of free water held ina bonded
formo , The fact that this polymer can form a chemicall~nkbetween particles
must, acco;rding to,Winterkorn, have its causal .roots in the behavior of
the watet;moJ.ecule itsel£.Whe~th!?- free water is removed by evaporation,
the nature o~thechemical bond if! thus altere<;land thu,s the strength of
the individual bonds change ° ,A similar alteration will occur when water
is subsequently replaced into,the system. The'reasons for this change
1
i
aQdthe magnitudes of thec~ange, are beyond the scope of this study and
are best studied in the physio~·ch!?-mical sense:
Certain phenomenologi~al facts are known, ,however, and gross
qeductionsc~n~e inferred, from these f~cts.If anAM-955 gel is per-
mittedto dry in the laboratorY it shrinks in volume and becomes harder.
The shrinking process is uneven and causes cracks in the gel. ,Upon-r~
wetting ,of the gel, ,there is a softening and an expansion. The cracks,
,howeyer "do not heaL. From this action the gross action of the chemical
systemcan~e inferred..With ,drying, the bond network tends to shorten.
The shortening ,of the bond network is restra,inedby the configuration of
,the grains which do not desire to move from their position ,of s~able
equilibri4m. Thus the net effect of the drying process is to create ex-
,tensional strains in the bond. The linkage will break if the shrinkage
forces are greater than the bondstrength.W~th the re=introductionof
water ~ntothesys~em, ,those qonds which are not broken will be relaxed,
but the broken bonds will not heal. A schematic representation of this
action ,is presented in Figure 2.
FIGURE ,2
SCHE~TIC,REPRESENTATION
OF BREAKING OF CHEMICAL BONDS
i
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.' The configuration of the bond network will affect the behavior
only in so far as it alters the geometric force system.
The above discussion presumed that during the drying p't'ocess ~
the soil grains remained in a state of equilibrium and thus did not
move .'!fhe general consideration would be one in which the, grains were
relatively, free to move. In this situation, with drying~ there will
exist a bcilance between the shrinking of the bonds and the movement of
particles enforced by the chemically induced contraction forces. Thus
it is conceivable that the drying process can initiate a volume change
in, the mass; The,stability;of~P!l;:,ticleswithrespect:to 'volume""
change alterations, due to changes in the chemical system; will be
dependent on several factors. In the first case the uniformity of the
stabilization within the soil mass will determine if a given particle
is acted upon by a balanced or unbalanced bonding force system. If a
balance system is present the bonding forces will be extensional. If,
however, the force system is unbalanced the tendency will be to displace
the particl~s., The uniformity will also establish the effects of con-
figuration of bond linkage. The strength of the chemical bonds in a
soil~chemical matrix will be a function of their length." The longer
the bond, the lower the strength. Thus the distance between particles
will affect the strength of the chemical system, with the higher relative
densities having higher strengths.
This discussion of a chemical system had as a basic implication,
that the chemical bonds within the polymer were equal or of less strength
than the chemical~physical bonds between the polymer and the soil grains.
Although the relative magnitudes of this hypothesis have not been studied.
the fact itself has been.
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The pol~erwithoutsoil binder is in such a weak state that it will
visibly deform und~r ~he actio~~of its o~ body forces (gravity). The
. '-.
addition'of soil binder establishes forces internal to 'the soil-chemical
.m~ss which counteract the body force effect. The only forces which are
addition~lly present.to ac~counter to the gravity effect are the soil-
chem~cal .bonds.
The physical system of forces intern~l to t4e soil mass are
ba~ically the .capillary forces of attraction.. For a given particle
configur-a-tion in the fres41y gelled state, and under. the assumption
that all the voids are fipedwith chemical, there will be no physical
forces 0~t4e system oth~rthan the ~nitialbody fo:rces.Af3 the gel
ages under condit~ons conductive to .evaporation, the gel will shrink,
and '~ssuming ,that the particles are not moveable with relation to each
other, .a capillary meniscus will. form between particles as shown in
Figure 3.
FIGURE 3
EFFECT OF POLYMER DRYING
=6
The physical forces actin~ ,on the partic~es, for a situation
pictured in Figure 3, are capillary forces. The magnitude of these
. (4)
forces is inversely proportional to ,the radius (R) . Thus as the gel
shrinks~ .the radi\1s becomes smaller and the ppysicalrestraint forces
become . larger. If the particles are not fixed in:space, the shrinkage
action may ,create an unbalanced foxce system which.will .translate the
particles toward .eachothel;', .creating a volume change. Themagni tude of
the physical capillary forces are determinable by the constant ·of pro-
portionality of the ~e1 or using .its accepted. term, th,e surface tension.
The ·surface tension is a chemical pheno~enon and depends on ,the chemical
structure of the gel. ,After a period ,of drying, if the mass of .soi1 is
resaturated~. the ad~itiona1 water will be partially absorbed -by, the ~e1
and the rematnder will be in the unge11edstructure. ,The effect will be
to red\1ce the internal capillary forces, but not to dissipate them~ siIl.ce
the soil is now in a state where there are three constituents; so;41,
polymerized gel; and water; and the polymerized gel will continue to .exert
small capillary forces on the system.
Volume changes d\1e to physical force systems, will.occur during
drying ,only when the capillary forces on given particles are unbalanced,
resulting iIl.a net force ina given direction. Theeffect~f relative
density on .the physical forces of drying is such as to a1ter.the ~gnitude
of these forces. ,A,tthe higher density states the particles will be
closer together initially, thus permitting ,a sfIlaller capillary radius, ,and
higher forces.
,It is ,certain that th.e chemical and physical force systems are
in effect at all but the earliest age of tl;1e stabilized soil. .The relative
~agnitudes of these systems will depend on the age of the stabilized soil
./inq the ~ging ,history of the soil. This inves~igatioi1will attempt to
-7
measure these effects ,. based on the conditions of aging andconditioI),s,
'whereby the soil mass is alternately dried out and then re-wet.
2. ,STATISTICAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Thes~udy undertaken for this report did not involve a rigid
sta,tistical analysis •. T~~s study is a pilot study, and has as one of
its purpos~s the establishment of variants in terms of a .future statis-
tically defined study.
Statistical design and analysis of experimental procedures
can be broken down into two categories. The first ·of these categ~ries
presumes that there is a definite relation.between .two or more variables,
e~taplishedby physical laws, and the statistics will be used to define
this r~lationship. In this instance, the problem is statistically un-
defined and regression procedures are called for. ,The study of freshly
~tabilized granular soils used this procedure(l). If the study is to
measure the effects of certain controlled factors upon a measurable
.~.
characteristic of the material in question, then the problem is considered
to be statistically defined. This discussion .will be limited to a general
treatment of statistically defined problems.
If the problem is theoretically ~efinedas one in which the
stationary response is desired, methods of sequential analysis can be used .
...As- an~&npl'€ ,c<>nsider-twovariants . (x) and (y-), and it is desired to
determine. the v,alue of (x) for which (y) is a maximum. In a procedure
of sequential analysis, the analysis follows a step=by=step procedure in
whichthereslJ,lts of prior experiments are used to determine the future
experiments. In this example, a few series of·e~periments of (y) at
various values of (x) will determine the grad~entof (y) with respect .to
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1x). Combining this 'finite differ-ence proeedure-withan--extrapolation
method, the-subsequent-v-a-lues-of (x) can be- -po-stula-t-edfor-the next
experi~ent., Using .this procedure ,th-ere is no limit tothenwnber of
variants tha-tean--beconsidered. .The biggest problem in sequential
analysis is theuncerta;inty whencthe-r-e--a-re loca-1s-ta·tioaary point5~
and only one 0 f -manyisees-i-r-ed. .Inthes-e ,_ea-ses --an·--exac-t--knewl-edg-e of
the theoret-leal .r-e:ladonshipbe-tween th.e v-ariables is necessary to.
determine the regions ofthe--s-t--ationary values -desired.
A factorial exper~ment is one which is designed such that
each level of any facrtor is tested in every (:ombination of levels of the
remaining' factors being ~onsidered (5). Thus in a factorial design it
is necessary first to determine what _characteristic is being measured,
a~dthen the factors involved in this charac~eristic, andthirdlY,the
significant leve~s of the factors involved. This part of the design
requires ~ previous knowledge of the phenomenon being studied and the
factors involved. What is unknown is the specific influence of these
factors on the phenomenon. The factors involved in the experiment are
divided into two classes. The fixed ,fac tors are those in which the
experimenter selects the lev~ls of investigation prior to testing•. In
such a situation the ~enerality of the, experiment is limit;edto the levels
being investigated. Random factors are those in which the levels of the
f~ctor are selected from a random population. In this case, theexperi=
mental results canpe generalized to a larger set of levels than actually
appe~r in the experimental design. Randomness in.thiscase is specifi-
cally defined as the situation in which each lev~l of the generalized set
had an equal chance to become one of the levels used in the design.
-10
,The above factors are a~so referred to as controlled variables 3
in: that, ,their existence and nUli\,erical value are determined prior to the
actual experiment. If any given experiment were ~epeated, identicallY3 the
probabili~yof identical results is v~ry small~ This is due to theexperi-
mental error,. and thesou.:rces of this error are calledurtcontrolled variables.
-T~E;: desigp.ofthe experiment to be c::.omplete, mustinclud~ a measure of the
effect of the uncontrolled variables. Unless a highly simplifiedassumptipn
is made of the total.response, it.will be necessary to ,make repeated measure-
ll1ents . of the total response for each combinations of thecontrolledvariab1-.es.
This replication of experiments will provide the measure oft~e effect of
t..he . uncontrolled variables. In the design of the experiment , . this re-
pH.catioll is made in.two ways. Within each factor a limited numberofre= /
p~icati6ns are made, which is the,basic replication. Coq,stancy bf certa.in
variables will provide additional measures of replication.
As an example of a factorial design, assume that t~e mechanical
response of a given material (R) is dependent on three attr'ibutes (A), (B),
., . .
and (C) •. Within each .a.ttribute tltere are 3, 2, and 41evels of action 3
,respectively. These are the controlled variables. In order to measure the
effect of the uncontrolled variabl¥, the experiment will be replicated
3 times .. A block diagram of this .experiment is presented in Figure 4.
.AI AZ A3
I I , I·- I"] I IB' BZ BI Bi BI BZI
{es D 0 0 0 D:CI D D, 0 0 0
·0 D- 0'·0 0 0{D D 0 D D' 0:CZ 0- D D 0 D 0
0 0 ,0 0, 0 0
{B D 0 0 0 0C3 D 0 0 D 0 -
-0 0 0 D 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
C4 { 0 0 0 D 0 0
·0 0 0 D 0 0
FIGURE 4
FACTORIAL. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Each block in Figure 4repres'ents an individual experiment.
Thus, i~ this example,. 72 experiments wi 11 be sufficient to analyze the
problem. The rep~ication is truly expressed in .the stages. The combi-
nation of attributes (A) and (C) are repeated on two stages, two (B)
values, and three tests fr<;>m each (B) for a total of 6 replications.i .
The last specification .in the design concerns the manner of
the replications. The manner of replication mustbema!ie such that each
experiment is an independent event drawn from a normal Ropulation.
The analysis of an experimental design is based on the concepts
of ana~ysis of variance. If tests being ,made are sampled from several
different populations, the techniques of analysis of variance can be used
-11
to detect and estimate fixed relations. Fundamenta11y~ an analysis of
variance procedure ~easures the probabilities of the variations between
the individual means of several attributes being drawn from a random
popu1atipn(6). Thus the statistical tests of an analysis of variance
will determine if the various attributes are truly variables, or arise
from rando~ chance, and in addition, this analysis will result in quanti-
tative measurements not only of significance of individual variables,
but will lead .tore1ations between variables.
The mathematical assumptions inherent in this analysis are as
follows:
(1) The value of each observation is drawn from a random
popu1ationdistrubutedabout a true mean (~).
(2) The v~lue of each opservation can be considered to be
drawn from a total population of variance (02).
(3) The observation values are independ~nt1y distributed in
a mu1tivariab1e normal distribution.
The implications of the above assumptions lead to a mathematical
model, upon which the analysis is based. .This model .is ~enerally a linear
model which assumes that~hemeasuredresponseis a linear combination of
-12
its sources of variati9n. A typical mo~e1 based on the example of Figure 4
~s as follows:
(1)
+ (BC)pq + (ABC) . + E i ... Jpq Jpq
-13
i = 1, 2 r
j =1,2 a
p 1, 2" b
q=1,2oooc
II = Overall mean effect of all variables upon Y..~ .. . 1Jpq
Y. .= Response of the· ithreplication of the jpqthfactor1Jpq .
~i=Effect of the ith replicate
A. = .Effect of the jth level of factor a
J
Bp= Effect of the pthlevelof f~ctor b
Cq = Effect of the qth level of factor c
(AB). = Effect of the interaction of tre jth .levelof
JP
factor a, with thepth level of fac~or b
(AC). = Effect of the interaction of the jthlevel of factor a,
.. Jq
with the qth level of factor co
(BC)=Effectof the interaction of the pth level of factor b,
pq
with the qth level of factor c
(ABC) . 'i"Effect of the interaction between .the jth level of
Jpq
factor ~, the pth level of factorb, and the qth
level of factor c
E.. = Effect of theexp~rimental uniti~the ithreplicate
1Jpq
to which the (jRq) thtreatmentcombinati9nhas been
r?ndomly assigned
The assumptions-made m.l.the. attribute$are that the (E.. )
1Jpq
terI!1S are normally and independently distributed. Since the analysis is '
based on de~iations from a mean effect, then, in .order to ,construct the
model in equation 1 the following must hold.
r a b c2 Cti = 2 Aj = 2 B = 2 C q = 0P
i = 1 j = 1 p= 1 , q .. = 1
And, .fur ther :
(2a)
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a
2
j. = 1
(AB). =
J~
b
~
p=l
I
(AB). = 0
JP
(2b)
a
2j"; 1 (AC) .=Jq
c
~{AC). =.0L Jq.
q= +
(2c)
b
~
P = 1
(BC) ..
. pq
= (BC) = 0
pq
"
(2d)
a
~
j= 1
b
(ABC) . =~
. Jpq L
p = 1
(ABC) jpq
c
=~
q = 1
(ABC) jpq .= 0 (2e)
such as:
The ana~ysis will test an organized system of hypotheses.,
H : There are no diffepences ~mong ~he true effects of the
o
different levels of factor a, Le.,.A.= 0; j= 1 ~.
J
H1 : .There are no differences among .the true effects of the
different levels of factor b, i.e., Bp = 0; P = 1 00. b
H2 : There are no diffe~ences among the true effects of the
different levels of factor c, Leo, c .= 0; q = 1. 0' c
H3 : There is no interaction between the two factors a and b»
-lS
Le ..• (AB). = 0;
JP
j = 1 .•. a; p=l .•• b
H : There is no interaction between the two factors band
4
co, Le., (BC)p.q = 0; j = 1 ... a; q = 100. c
HS: There is no interacti~n between the three factors a, b,
and c, Le., {ABC)jpq = 0; j = 1 00 • a; p = 1 00. b;
q 1 '0' c
The above six statistical hypotheses are tested by making an
F-test. Each factor forms an F-value which is the ratio of the mean
square of the effect over the mean square of the experimental error.
This F-value is compared with an F=distribution, for a predetermined
level of confidence. The comparison of these values not only tests' the
',hypotheses (Ho) through (HS) , but a comparison of magnitudes between
tests will indicate significance of effects, both qualitatively and
quanti tatively.
Mathematically, it is. a simple procedure to extend the fflc ....
torial design and analysis of variance to include as many levels and
replications of as many attributes as required. The computational pro-
cedures necessary for more than three factors, become so large that
special techniques become necessary. One very useful procedure is to use
a sub-factorial design~ A sub-factorial design will break down a parent
design' of (n) attributes into groups of designs in which no single design
of a group has more than three attributes. As an example, consider a de-
sign in which there ~re six attributes; (A), (B), (C), (D), (E), and (F).
The mathematical model for this design, including interactions, would
contain 63 effects to measure. Instead of handling a single, six-para-
~16
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'B. RESEARCH PROGRAM .
The researc~ program for this study was designed to .study some
of the effects of aging .of granular soils, when stabilized with Ame.ric.an
Cyanamid ·Stabilizer AM=9.55. ,The study was partially qualitative, in that,
it was designed to uncover the mechanisms at work within the stabilized soil
mass, and in particular the mechanics of aging ,of stabilized soils which
are treated with addition polymers. ,The quantitative portion of the study
was designed to give specific i~formatio~abouttheeffects of aging ,on
the unconfined strength of the ·soil.
1. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The design of the experimental program was based on a theoretical
hypothesis, and statistically it was based on a factorial arrangement of
v~riables.
The theoretical hypothesis of this particular $t~dy was specifip
cally as follows:
(1) the change of volume of a given stabilized soil in a given
state of relative density as a function of time, is affected by the ther~
modyn,amic parameters of temperature, and relative humiditY" and the relation
01; the exposed surface area to the volume of the stabilized soil.
(2) The change of 4ensity of a given stabilized soil ina given
state of relative density as a .function of time, is affected by the ther-
modynamic parameters of temperature and relative humidity, and the relation
,of the exposed surface area to the volume of the stabilized soil.
(3) The change of unconfinedi~ompressivestrength of a given
stabilized soil in a given state of relative density as a function of
time, is dependent on the rate of drying ,and the .relation between the dry
and wet phases of the stabilized mass.
(4) The chan&eof volume of a given stabilized soil ina given
relative density state as a function of wetting .anddrying .cycles, is
depep.dent on the number of cycles and the length of time taken for a
given phase ofeachcyc+e.
(5) The change of density of a given stabilized soil ina given
relative density state as a function of wetting .anddryingcycles, is
depen~~nt on the number of cycles andtqe length of time taken for a
given phase of each cycle.
(6) The change of unconfined compression strength of a given
stabilizedsoii in .a givenstat;e of relative density as a function of
wetting .and drying cycles, .is dependent on the numQer of cycles and the
length ·oftime taken for a given phase of each cycle .
.The experiment will .test three basic phen,omena;the unconfined
compression strength, the volume, and the density of the stabilized
samples •. Theresponse will .bemeasuredas a function of the freshly
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gelled state.
0
of ( t) =.f (~)° .'0
V
Vf ( t) = f (~)Vo
~ (t) = f (rt )to
where
(3)
(5)
Of (t) = Effect of treatment on unconfined compression strength.
',~dt = Unconfined compression strength after specified
treatment
,
00 = Unconfined compression strength in freshly gelled state
V (t) = Effect of treatment on chang~ in ,volumef
Vt = Volume of laboratory sample after treatment
v = Voiume of laboratory sample prior to treatment
0
-o/t) =Effec~ of treatment on density
0' .= Densi ty of laboratory csamp1e after treatmentt
1
0
= Densi riy o.f laboratory sample in freshly gelled state
Two distinct types of experiments were performed in this study.
The first type of exp;erimentmeasured the effects of drying.onthe sta=
bi1izedsoil, while the second experiment measured the effects of cycles
or wetting .and drying!.
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gl'eission
Statistically, the effects
.. (1) , h' h 11exper1ment ,1n w 1C a
ofdryi~g were measured as a .re=
experiments were replicated three
times over the full range of drying. In this phase of the .study, the
intent~on was to determine the trend of behavior, The analysis made
was statistically incomplete, in that, an inferred curve was not fitted
to the data by an organized statistical procedure, As will .be seen, the
results of this study are not linear, but e:x:ponential, and the time and
personnel limitations of the study prevented a comple~e analysis of the
data,
. The study of wetting and drying was designed as a factorial
experiment, a~d comp1e~edas such, Again, due to the personnel and time
limitations of the study, the 1inalysis of variance procedure was not
undertaken.. The results, .however, are in .such fqrmthat this analysis
can be made in .the future,
The formulation of both phases of this investigation required
the organizationo.f the controlling factors .. These factors are listed
below in terms of the fixed factors which are set at predetermined levels
_prior to experimentation, and the uncontrolled variables which require
replication of experiment.
The fixed £~ctors in .this experiment and their individual levels
of investigation are listed below.
(1) The soil conditions were held to a single level of
formulation, in which one soil was investigated at a sing~erelative
density state. Thus, .in terms of the controlling ,soil variables, the
following were held atone level of investigation.
(a) Mean grain size held to 0.41mm
(b) Range of grain sizes held to 3 sieve sizes
(c) Relative density of the soil held to the dense state.
(d)Grain,sha~e\he1d.to subrounded
(e) ,Shape of grain size distributionc~rvehe1dtosymmetrical
orS~shaped
(2) .The .concentrationof the chemical monomer in the stabilized
soil was kept at a single level of formulation, in which ,the amount of
monomer was kept at 7% by weight. The catalyst system level was kept at
0.7% of each catalyst.
(3) The gel conce~trationona dry weight basis .was kept at the
single level of formulation of 100% saturation, in the freshly gelled
state.
(5) The ,wetting and drying cycle levels set by the drying time.
~20
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The samples .were dried for a predetermined time and then soaked until the
weight gain reached a stable state. The following .levels of drying were
.formulated.
(a) Thirty days drying = 15 days soaked
(b) Fifteen days drying = 15 days soaked
(c) Ten days drying- 10 days soak~d
(d) Five days drying = 5 days soaked
(e) .Three days drying = 3 days soaked
(f) One day drying = 1 day soaked
(6) The number of wetting and drying cycles was formulated on
three levels.
Thus the factorial design of the wet-dry experiment is set.
The attributes to be investigated are the drying ,time which .is investigated on
seven levels~ and the number of cycles which are investigated on3 levels.
In order to randomize the uncontrolled variables~ all tests
were replicated three times.
Thus this test is atwo=factor experiment which, in terms of
strength~ will foll~w the following ,mathematical .model.
(a f ), ~ =,~ + ~~ + DJ, ,+Cp + (DC). + E1 J p 6 JP ijp
i 1, 2, 3
j,= 1,.2~ 3, 4, 5, 6,7
p- 1),2) 3
.wh,ere:
(6)
. (
(crf) ijp =, Unconfinedcompressionstrengthratio oftheith rep1:l,cate
I
of the jth dryi.ng. time and the pth cyc.le
o,i = Effec t of the ith replicate
D. = Effec t of the jth level of drying
J
C = Effect of the pth level of wet=dry cyclesp
(DC) jp = Effect of the i.nteraction of the jth drying level with
the pth cycle level
€'j = Effect of the experimental un~t in the ith replicate to
1 p
which the (jp)th .treatment combination has been randomly
assigned
In terms of the complete experiment, the translation of sub=
scripts has been changed for purposes of ease of notation. This trans~
lation is indicated in Tables 1 and 2.
TABLE 1
NOTATION FOR D,
J
1 Drying Level
7 30 days dry = 15 days soaked
6 15 days dry = 15 days soaked
5 10 days dry ~ 10 days soaked
4 5 days dry - 5 days soaked
3 3 days dry = 3 days soaked
2 1 day dr.y = 1 day soaked
1 a days dry ~ a days soaked
TABLE 2
NOTATION FOR Cp
£ Number of :Cycles
1 1 cycle of dry~wet
2 2 cycles of dry=wet
3 3 cycles of dry=wet
Thus the complete factorial experiment can be represented in
Figure 5.
= 22
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aDLJDDDD
Cl DDDDDDD·
DDDDDDD
DDD[;;JDDD.
C2 DDDDDDD
.DDDDDDD
DDDDDDD
C3 DDDDDG;JD
DDDDDDD
D ~ Length of Dry-Wet Period
C ~ Number of Wet-Dry Cycles
of = Unconfined Compression Strength Response
FIGURE 5
FACTORIAL DESIGN OF WET-DRY
EXPERIMENT
"
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A series of pilotvo~ume density tests were also performed.
Th~se tests were performed to ascertaintherel~tionbetween the exposed
area of drying and the volum~ of the sample on the drying phenomena. The
same soil was used as in the other experiments, but due to the difficulties
of sp~cimen formation, the .spilwas formed in the loose state,
,For all experiments, a maximum of t~ree mechanical tests were
made.
(1),Strain~9ntrolled, unconfined compression strengt~, ata
co~stant strain rate of O,05-in/min,
(2) Volume measurements with time
(3) Tim~-depenQentweight:~han~e~
The experimental progra~ outlined above was carried on in,the
Soil Mechanics Laboratory of LehighUniver$ity,
2. MATERIALPROPERTIES
The soil used in this study was a combination of two soils
obtained .from local suppliers, These soils were river deposits composed
mostly of silicB;tes.
The soi~ u~ed in this study was soil B, used in previous
studies (1) "Soil ~ has an S-shaped grain size distrib\;ltion .curve and
.c;:.omponents as shown in Table 3,
TABLE ·3
GRAIN-SIZE DISTRIBUTION OF SOIL B
i
.Sieve Proportion (%)
16
25
30
,?O
50
25
100
A grain-size distribution CUfve of this soil is presented
in Figure 7. Micrographs of the dry soil are presented in Figure 6.
Scale: 1" = 2.27 rom.
FIGURE 6
MICRO-PHOTOGRAPHS OF SOIL B
i
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Th~chemica1 stabilizer used in this study is a product .of
American Cyanamid Company, andts .commercia11y known as AM-955.AM-955
is a mixture of two acrylonitrile derivatives, these being 95%acry1amide
and 5%N,N'-meth1enebisacry1amide. This mixture, when dissolved in water
in small concentrations, and treated with a redox catalyst, polymerizes
to convert, the whole .solution into a continuous rigid, water-insensitive
geL
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~o
=.CllC·
"NH2
o
II
NRC-CR = CR
/2
+CR2
"'-NH.~~CR = CR2
\
Red:X
Catalyst
(7)
.Righ1y cross-linked Polymer gel
Acrylamide is a.reactive vinyl monomer of theoretical molecular
weight 71.08, and apparent density 1.122 gm/cc. at300 C.
N,N' -meth1enebiscary1amide is a reactive, bifunctional monomer
which under~o~s reactions which ~re typical of vinyl or amide groups. Its
theoretical molecular weight is 154.17, a~d its apparent .density is 1.235
ogm/cc. at 30 C.
The redox catalyst system may be a combination .of many chemicals.
In this study, the cata1yst.system consisted of equal quantities of am-
monium persu1fate Cis a reducing agent, an'd sodium thiQsu1fat:\eas an oxid-
izingagent.
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AM-955 in monomer form, is a colorless liquid which has a
specific gravity of 1.005 gm/cc. The viscosity of the monomer is prac<>
tically identical with water. In. this state it was observed to have a
small amount of white precipitate.
The gelation time of AM-955 depends on the quantity of catalyst
system present. For 0.7% of each component of the system, and distilled
water, the gelation time was approximate.l.y ten minutes. The specific
gravity of the gel was 1,036.
3. TEST PROCEDURE
The procedure used to mix the solution, mold the specimens,
trim and handle the molded specimens, as well as the strength testing
procedures, were identically the same, as in the study of freshly stab-
'1' d 1 '1(1)1 lze granu ar SOl .
Pilot tests of various size specimens, were performed on samples
initially formed in the loose state. For this series, only volume and
weight tests were made. The volume change measurements were performed
in two different ways. The first method, in which calipers were used,
proved superior to the method of mercury displacement. A photograph
of the samples used is shown in Figure 8.
FIGURE 8
PILOT SURFACE AREA SAMPLES
Once the samples for the aging and wet-dry experiment were
formed and trimmed, they were set on racks to dry. Each sample w~s
~easured daily fqr weight and volume :change. At the end of the
.specified drying period, tqe samples were immersed in water to soak~
Again, daily weight and volume measurements were made, and when the
w~ight change had stabilized, the~yclewas considered to be ended.
At the end ·of the wet-dry cycling each sample was tested to failure
in unconfined compression.
=29
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. C. EXPERlMENTALRESULTS
The results of the .experimental program reported here include
the volume and density change with aging, the volum,e and densitychan.ges
with alternate wetting ,and drying, and the unconfined compression strength
respon~~withagingand a~ternate wetting .and drying.
1, .VOLUME.CHANGES
. At each stage ·inthe testing programwher~ alterations of the
.sample, '.o1ereconsidered, a mea~urement ·of volume was made. It was found
that the gross volume change of all samples was of such a minor nature
as to be considered.to bewell.withinthe experimental error ofme~surement~
and thus ~o volume .change was measured.
'2, .DENSITY CHANGES
Measurem~nts of density .changes were made on all samples in
',iarious stages of aging. These observ~tions were made on samples formed
in the loose state in which a vari~ble was therelationbetweenthe.ex=
posed surface and the volume. The density. decay curves of tb,ese samples
are presented in Figure 9 .
. De.nsi t'y change observation~ were recorciedduring. the wetting
and dry~n.g cycles. Typical density .changes for ~achdrying variate are
presented in Figures lOa thru ~Of.
The change in density for t~ose samples in the dense state which
were aged without .wet-drycy~les are presented in Figure 11.
3. UNCONFINED. STRENGTH.RESPONSE
T~e relationships governingtqe strength of the stabilized soil
,-las divided into t'i0 catagories. Thefirstcatagorywas therelations'hip
between age and unconfined compression strength. ,Figure 12 presents some
typi~al stress=straincurves for the curing process. ,Figure '13 presents
the relationship showing ,the strength gain wit~curing.
The second category deals with the strength response of the
wetting ,and ,dryingcyc~es. In this experiment the response of interfast
was the relation of unconfined compression strength after treatment ,to
the strengtp prior to ~reatment. These relations arepresentedintab=
ular factorial form in Figure 14. These experiments were performed in
,the deng.estatew~thre1ativedensi"ties ranging from 84% to 101%. In
order to average out,th~mipor ~ffects ofre1atiye density~ the base
initial strength was taken as the average of a ,series of tests run ,on
samples in the freshly &el1ed state.
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D. INTERPRETATION ,OF .TESTRESUL1'S
The results of this experiment~1 program can he interpretated
in terms of the totalre.sponsewith regard to ,th.e variates involved .
. Although the program ·of wet-dry experiments was planned so that a de~
tailed statistical analysis could be made, limitations of time and
personnel were such that this type of analysis could not bernade. Thus
the interpretation's are limited to thqse· in,terac tionswhich canbede=
,
duced from the test~esults i~a qualitative manner.
1. CHEMICAL STABILITY AND .GEL TIME
Certain stability phenomena was observed in theco~rseof
I
this investigation., Since the results reported in previous sections
are in the form of ratios these phenomena are not apparen~, nor are they
applicable to therepQrt;ed .results of thi,s repqrt. In the early stages
of this investigation two facts became known. The first.of these was
that the aQsolute strength .of the freshly stabilized soil at t4e per=
centage being used was less than the strengths ascertained in previous
work(l). This characteristic wa~ studied intensively in a corollary
investigation on the relation between strength and percent of monomer.
It was found that for percentages ofAM=955 of 10 or greater t~e un~
confined compression S trength,s were linear relations with the chemical
percentage. This linearity also extended to the results attained in
Report No. 3(1), and confirmed the results of Karol (7) • It ~was con-
eluded ·after a careful series of experiments in which many variables
were eliminated that .the source of this apparent difference in.exper-
imen~a1 results lay in .the stability of the;chemica1whichhad been in
the laboratory a period ·ofmore than nine months •. Since higher per=
ce.ntages ofAM-955 at an.advanced age resulted ~n strengths consistElut
with the previously recorded lower percentages, it was concluded that
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, the effects were within the cayta1ystsystem. Tqere is abtU:!1lc!..a.nt infor=
mation to show that the strength is not related to the catalyst systems
and thus only one remaining interpretation is possible. It wasrepGrted
by Karo1(7) that with concentrations great.er than 4% ,the gel properti.es
will haveco~sist:ent_reproduceab1eproperties. If thecata1yst:system
deteriorates with age it is likely to affect, chemically, the polymeri-
zation system, and quite possibly the repor~ed percentage may have to.be
increased, .ormodified, as a function of age of catalyst. It should be
emphasized that the above interpretation is tentative and is subject to
experimental justification•
. In this particular invest~gationone qeparturewas made from
the previous investigation(l). In the study of freshly stabilized soils
the vast bulk of the soil used was obtained prior to the experimental
program. In .this investigation the soil was obtained from a single local
supplier, in .sma11 increments during the investigation..Sufficientcnecks
were made of each new batch of soil to assure that there were no strength
differentials occurring from the soil •. The time of gel1ationdid fl~c~ate
with .soi1 differences, ;withtimes as fast as two minutes and as slow as
thirty minutes. The time o~ polymerization was noticed to be slower. for
the coarser soil. On this basis itis tentatively believed that the con-
sti tuency of the finer fraction~ of a soil, and in particular the small
a~ounts of chemically active minerals, will have -a profound effect on the
reaction time of the chemical system.
2•. EFFECTS OF AGING
The first apparent factor about :curing.of granular soils that
are stabilized with~~955, is the fact that these soils do not-undergo
any change in-.vo1.umeeither in the loose or tb;e dense state. The lack
.\) ..~ \i,j.'.·{~ ;_ 1." _, •• ,., "'_'.""'~"".
. ...,.::~-l;::'~ . ..;.. .
~ - .~" .
......
(: )' '. '..
of volume change with aging is contrary to results obtaine,d by otl1er
investigators (8) , Ot~~r investigations imply that while th.ere may not
be any volume ,change in the densest;:ate"th,edrying:of the gel will
certainly impQse a change of volume in .t~e loose state due-to the in.-
ternal capillaryfor~es. This condition will be true if these forces,
when .summed over a basic surface, are unbalanced. If, however, the
forces are bala;ncedwithazero resultant,th.enitdoes not necessarily
follow. that a change in volume must .exist,A chan~einvolumemust be
associate4witha particle movement, and'in.orderto move 'soil grains
there must be anunbalanc~dforce system on .th,egrain structure. The
r~sults reported pY,th,e,Cyanamid group in which volume changes were
noticed,were, to t~e b¢~t of the authors knowledge, based on experiments
in which soil was randomly poured en mass into theungelled chemical.
This method of samp~e prepar,ation leads to partial saturation in which
ran40m air pocitets of varying size are in,ternal. to the ,sample. These
air pockets will i~evitably,leadanunbalanced force system and.thus a
:volumechange•. The~amples in this study were prepared very carefully
qndas such the saturation.was between 94 and 100 :percent. Thus in
.drying there was an average over all net systemo~ bala~ced forces and
thus no subsequentvol~mechange.
The net major effect of drying is basically not to alter the
volume, ,but is one in ,which the uni t .weight~s altered to a point in
ultimate drying where it approaches the dry density of the soiL As the
gel ages, in a thermodynamic system .conducive to ~rying, the chemical
bonds in ,the polymer .willbreakat a point ,forming amacroscopiccr,ack
in the gel. The bondb~eak will be extensional and due to the stretch-
ing of these bonds as freewCilter is driven from the .system, . Once a
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crac~is formed a -new evaporation 5urfa,ceis create.cland thecra.ckwill
propagate much like a ~ension crack in metals(9). This crack.will pro-
pagateinternal to the &el system, since the surfacetenSion~'namelythe
chemic~l-physical bo~ds between the.chemical and the soil particles~ will
hold the gel to the particle? The end result will be a system of air
voids in. the soil and a capillary. force system holding the soil grains.
The drying phenomena is schematically shown in Figure 15.
a) Freshly
Stab~1izedSoil
b) Initial
Shrinkage
FIGURE 15
SHRINKAGE ·:EFFECTS
c) .Final
Shrinkage
.Micro-p~otographs of theshrinka,ge phenomena are presented
in Figures 16 and 17.
Scale: 1" = 0.625 mm.
FIGURE 16
MICROPHOTOGRAPH OF STABILIZED SOIL
IN FINAL STATE OF SHRINKAGE.
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Early Shrinkage
Final Shrinkage
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Scale: I" = 0.229 mm.
FIGURE 17
MICROPHOTOGRAPH OF STABILIZED SOIL
DURING SHR.:UU<AGE
The strength of the'stabilizedsoil, as shown in Fig\\l\re13~
,will be greatlyenhancedbythecapill~ryforces that are setup and
wiUbe of the order of ten times the freshly stabilizedstrengt:h.
A comparison of Figures 9 and 11, wi th Figure 13, show, that
as the density decreases, the strength will increase. ,This is due to
the loss of free water, creating ,air voiets and a ,capillary, force system.
'J;he change in clensity itself is thus th,e ma.:;roscopically controlling
mechanism for strength increase. T4e clensity flucuation is athermo~
dynqrndc phenomenon which is controlled by the amount of surface exposed
to evaporation pre~f)ure.As would be exp~cted, the dryingpr()ceeds in~
ward starting at the boundary surface. ,Thedry~ngprocess can ,be broken
down into two separate and-dis~inctf)ystems. The first system is that
of elemental drying in which ,a small unit of stabilized soil dries,
forms airvoicJ,s and creates ne,,? surfaces of evaporation in which a
thermodynamic unbalanced moisture vapor pressl1reexists. The mass dry-
ingpq~nomena is the process by which, over a finite 'perio.dof time,
wh9levolumes are of a relatively constant a.ensit:y but differ ,from ad~
j~centfini~e volumes. In laboratory ,cylinclers thedryingna~urally
follows a cylinqerical law in which the drying is inward in concentric
rings. After any given period of time the dry ol1ter ring may bepeele~
away from the inner wet portion. Thts difference between elemental and
mass dryin& is probably due to thedifferen~e in thetates of drying in
these two masses. As indicated by Figure 9, the density change is de=
pend,ent.onthe air,..exposed surface..As the voids ~nth,e outer-ring
increase, the rate of drying will increase. ;~irce drying ,works inward,
the outer mass will always be drying ,at a ,faster rate than the inner
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portions. Thus,by the time the air voids havepeI1-etratedtheout;er
I
mass, to initiate a drying process" the outer portion will have. reached
a state of equilibrium. A photograph of the. concentric drying
phenomena is shown in Figure 18.
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Two
Days
Three
Days
Eight
Days
FIGURE 18
Nine
Days
CONCENTRIC DRYING PHENOMENA
The rate of increase of unconfined compressive strength as
shown in Figure 13, is a function of the strain mechanism and the rate
of drying. The material during any phase of drying is a two-phase
material consisting of a hard outer shell and a soft core. These two
materials are joined in such a manner as to require complete continuity
of radial and tangential stresses and vertical and radial displacements
along the cylinderical boundary between materials. The test conditions
require that the entire system be under a uniform displacement. The
formulation of the strain problem is shown in Figure 19.
/ r=b r=a .r=a r=b
( 1:rzl; t (1:rz) 2 z=~H/~2 ..... ~-- El 1~t
112 112 1·
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--'!l"
- it 112(or)2 (or)l
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z=H/2
z
.FIGURE 19
TWO-PHASE.MATERIAL.PROBLEM
2
r
.In.terms of a9ne dimensional si~plification, the stress p~cture
resuits from a condition of equalityof~t~a~nacrossthe entire cross-
section. ,Since the outer material is hard, .the resulting stresses will
be.large;r t:han in the soft inner .core•. At a given level .of strain the
outer ring ,will fail aIl4 the .softer inner material will be in. a pre;;'
failure state. The outer failure will be in tl1e usual .manner. Once, ~he
outer skin has r¥P~ured, tpe te~4encY,willbe for the bond between th.e
two phases to be brokeIl and for the inner portion to remain in compres=
sian. However, since tI:teouter skin does not completely remove itself,
the net .eff~ct is to impose lateral strain restraints ont4e soil •. in-
cr~qsing its strengthandal~ering the character of the failure surface.
A photographo.f tl:}e fanure of a partially. dried specimen is shown. in
Figure 20.
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FIGURE 20
TWO~PHASE FAILURE
The relationship between time of curing and strength increase
of the soil as shown in Figure 13, indicates that at an early age t e
strength actually drops off. This is an apparent phenomena and is not
truly indicative of the inherent soil strength. The stresses compu ~d
are based on the overall sample diameter. At an early age the outer
skin is so thin. that it is of little consequence in restraining the
sample laterally. In actuality, the true area is less than the nominal
area for these early stages of drying, and thus the indicated early re~
su1t is lower than the initial strength.
The strength-time relation in Figure 13, for ages after 15 days
is in question, due to the lack of control tests run on these samp1es~
For this reason the drying experiment is being repeated. The results of
this repeat experiment will be reported at a later date in a supplementary
report,
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3. EFFECT ·OF WET-DRY.CYCLES
The results of the wet-dry experiment as shown~n Figure 14 9
indicate the trend of strength reduction due to alternate wetting and
drying. The results in Figure 14 are based on an average initial
strength in which the effects of relative density are averaged out.
If the soil is dri~dfor a short period al"!-dthenrewet, there is a
finite reduction .instrengthan4 th~s reduction increases ~ith t4e
increase in length of drying ,and is fllrtner in~luenced by.cycling ,until
a stabLe reduct~on is achieved. The maximum reduction in strength is
approximately one=half of.the freshly stabilized strength.
There are two basic influences to consider. The first of
• - - • -.' ..:, -. I
these·is the inflUence of the 4rying .periodon the.strengthafterwet-
tin~, while the second is the infl~ence of wet-dry cycles on the strength
for short drying periods. When the sample dries, the chemical bonds are
stretched andbro~eno .Con~idering .onlythe effec~s of chemical bonding
(e~iminating .capillary stresses), the longer the drying process, the
potentially weaker the 'sample will become. - Thus,onrewetting when the
capillarystress~s ar.erelieyed the polymer .will have lost :muchof its
strength. It is therefore logical that the rewet,strengthshouldbe
inversely prop~rtional to the length .of drying up to a point where com-
plete eq~ilibrium is achieved in the extensional rupture 'of chemical
bonds •. When this point of equiLibrium is achieved,all the bonds that
are likely to .rupture will have ·ruptured, .and there'will be no effect
qf cycles of wetting ,and drying.. Prior to this point, however, the
greater the number.the cycles, the lower.the strength again up to a
equilibrium number of .cycles. The influence of cycling is similartoa
fatigue proc~ss, .in which, bonds are .strained and then relieved alternately
unt.il they reach.a .condition of failure. Tb,e equilibrium position is on,e
in.whichthe weaker bonds a.re broken.and the cycUngwillnot influence
the stron~er bonds, as ina fatigue limit. The .relative effects of the
drying period is of greater importance than the effect of cycies of wet
and qry, simply due to the magnitudes of the effects involved •
•. A minor study was made of the effects of relative density on
wet-dry.cycles strength. In.the laboratory work it was impossible to
attain the same relative density for each sample. It was possible~ based
on this work and previous work(l) , .todevelop a statistically mean re-
la~ionbetweenthe str~ngth4ecre~seandtQerelative density over the
limited rangeo~ relative densities used. It was qualatively found that
t~e strength ratio decreased withan~ncrease in relative density•. After
the ~trength equil~prium point has been .achieved, the rewet strengthap-
peered to.be independent of the relative density. Thus the :strength of
the denser samp~es would show a greater decrease·than the less dense
samples. ,An increase in density of a soil will portend a decrease in the
capillary radius du.ring a given drying stage. This means that the cap"
illary forces will be higher and the stresses in the gel will be greater
than before. Thus more bonds will fail and the strength of the gel will
tend. to reduce. .This reduction is balanced by the increase in strength
due to an increase in relative density.which,will result in a-net rewet
strength that is independent of relative density .
. The typical density change curves of Figure lOa thrulOf, in-
dicate a single general trend,namely that at the density at the end of
drying is reduced as the number of previous cycles increases. This re-
duction is greater than the reduced increase due to wetting which indi-
cates that -after the initial drying the range of flucuationof density
is increasing. This fact is nothing more than the measure of the free
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water held in the gel and .the soil.voids after the initial dryingJ After
the first drying period the wetting fills the voids formed and a relative-
ly small amount ·of water is absorbed by the gel. .l'b,e subsequent drying
drives outtb,e void water and along with it more of the gel water than
. \
had been preyiously evapot~ted•. With rew~ttingagain the voids were fill-
edandthe weight gain increased .
. In terms of pilot exper~m~ntation,witQa single soil, it would
seem that an.extensionofthis work.would be most valuable in terms of
relative density. The .experiment that was undertaken used a two parameter
model, .the attributes being, length of ~ycle and number of~ycles. The
u~efu~ .extension would be ~o add an attribute of relative density, in
which this variable was tested on .two l~vel~"n~ely. the loose and t4e
. .
dense st.;1te.
E. COlilCLUSIONS
T~~ conclusio~s thatcanpe drawn concerning this study of the
mechCj.I1icalbehavior of a.granular soil when.treated with AM-955 , ,and
subsequently aged and rewetare:
(1) The age and storage conditions of the raw catalyst system
will influence tQe stability of the polymerized gel for percentages of
AM=955 less thq.n ten.
(2) The presence of trace quantities o·fconnnon soilmineiJ:.als
9ther than silica will profoundly inf~uence the time of &ellation.
(3) There will be 'no noticeable volume;change in fully sat1,1rated
soils subject,to axiallysymetricalevaporationsurfaces.
, . '
(4) D+ying of soil stabilized wi th 'AM-955 ,~il1 pt<\d~ce an in=
c!'easein strength wh;ichwill be 9 or more times the freshly gelled strength.
(5) The increase in strength .due to drying will be due to tJ:1e im-
position of capillq.ry forces.
(6)1 Dryingo·fs'tabilizedsoqwill proceed in layers with .. the
rate of dryingvaryil1gbetween o1,1ter and inner layers,. the oute:rlayers
drying .atthe fastest rate.
(7) The rate of drying will be d~pen4enton the surface area
available to,ev1ilporation at a given instant and the vapor pressure'
d~tferential across a free boundary•. The rate of drying is inversely
pr~portionalto,thesurface areaavailab~e.
(8)ptying .follows an exponential decay law in which.the volume
andsur;ace area influence the frequeJilcy of the .exponential.
(9) .Failure of partially dried stabilhed soil by strai.ning
will initiate in the dry portion at small strains and propagat,e to th~
wet area of the soil as modified by tqe constraining effects of the dry
Cj.rea.
(10) Extended time of drying and cycles ofwettin~ and.q.rying
will reduce the wet strength as much as lIZ qf tllestrengthof the.
freshly stabi~ized.oi1 for soils in the dense .state.
(11) ,To a point of strength equilibrium,. the rewet st:J:"ength is
inversely proportional to the length of drying.
(12) For short.drying periods therewetstrengthis inversely
proportional to the number of cycles of wetting .and .drying.
(13) ,For long drying periods therewet strength:i,.s independent
.6f the number of wetting and drying cycles.
(14);Successiveequa1wetting anddryin~cyc1eswill result in
greater density reductions ~ttQe end of the drying period as the number.
of cycles incr~ases.
(15) Tqe effect of 1engthQ~ dryip.gon strength reduction is
relatively greater than the effect of number of 'wet-dry .cycles.
(16) In the dense state theequnibrium strength of tllerewet
soil is inqependent of tQe relative density.
(17) In the de~sestate ther~tio of t~e rewet strength tp.the
initial strength is reduce~ withincrea,ses in relative denSity.
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